
 
 

All Grades: 
 Paper (loose leaf) 

 #2 pencils 

 Pens (black and blue) 

 Earbuds or headphones 

 Bluetooth mouse for use w/ Chromebook (optional) 

 Colored pencils 

 Scissors 

 Glue stick 

 Rubber cement 

 Flash drive (optional) 

 Back pack (no rollers) 

 PE: gym shorts, t-shirt, tennis shoes. 

 ART: Erasers, rubber cement, pencils 
 
6th Grade: 

 Language Arts: yellow pocket folder, note cards, 
composition notebook, 24 pack of pencils 

 Math – (Mrs. Stone ) calculator (TI-30xIIS or                   
TI-30xs Multiview), red pocket folder, loose leaf paper 
and 3-ring binder (1-inch) (Mrs. Schmidt) 4 function 
calculator 

 Reading: blue pocket folder, composition notebook, 
24 pack of pencils 

 Science: pencils 

 Social Studies: black pocket folder, XL or jumbo black 
book-cover 

 Computer: 3-ring binder (1-inch) with clear view  
front, 5 divider tabs, 11x14 hanging frame       
(anything inexpensive and lightweight… there will   
be an info-video on Mrs. Driscol’s website soon: 
mrsdriscol.weebly.com) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7th Grade: 
 Language Arts: yellow pocket folder, notebook,  

24 pack of pencils 

 Math: (Mrs. Stone) red pocket folder, loose leaf  
paper, 3-ring binder (1-inch), (Mr. Schmidt) scientific 
calculator (TI-30xIIS or TI-30xs Multiview), math folder 
and math notebook, (Mrs. Schmidt) 4-function 
calculator 

 Reading: blue pocket folder, spiral notebook 

 Science: (Alpers) pencils (Selken) 1” binder,           
index cards 

 Social Studies: folder, notebook 

 Computer: 3-ring binder (1-inch) with clear view 
front…if you have last year’s computer binder,             
5 divider tabs, if you kept your binder and divider  
tabs from last year – you can use that instead of 
purchasing new binder and 5 divider tab 

 FCS: blue folder, 9x12 felt sheet 
 
8th Grade: 

 Language Arts: (Mrs. Lorenzen/Mrs. Smith) Yellow 
folder with prongs, composition notebook,              
note cards 

 (Mrs. Driscol/Mrs. Heth) 1” clear view binder &              
2” clear view binder, 5 tab dividers, note cards,          
red pen 

 Math: (Mr. Schmidt) calculator (TI-30xIIS or                  
TI-30xs Multiview), math notebook, math folder,   
(Mrs. Schmidt) 4 function calculator 

 Reading: folder, composition notebook 

 Science: index cards, 1” binder 

 Social Studies: (Moody) folder, (Dunkelberger) folder, 
notebook 

 Computer: 3-ring binder (1-inch) with clear view 
front…if you have last year’s computer binder,             
5 divider tabs, if you kept your binder and divider tabs 
from last year – you can use that instead of 
purchasing new binder and 5 divider tabs 

 FCS: yellow folder, 2 coordinating pieces of 100% 
cotton , woven fabric (aka calico) ¾ yard (27 inches) 
and ¼ yard (9 inches, cut from bolt, not a fat quarter) 
(Please NO fleece, flannel, or stretchy cotton)
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